
CLASS  12TH ENGLISH        Worksheet 

SUMMER VACATIONS( 2021-2022) 

PART A 

LITERATURE 

 

Q. ALL THE QUESTIONS ARECOMPULSORY : 

Q1. Read the stanzas given below & answer 
the questions that follow each: 

a.  ………. She 

looked but soon put that away, and looked out 
at young trees sprinting the merry children 
spilling out of their homes, 

 

1. what did the poet realize? how did she feel ? 

2. what did she do then? 

3. what did she notice in the world outside? 

4. find words from the passage which mean: 

 

  



                   Running  fast  

                   Happy  

                 Moving out 

Q2.  Break o break open till they break  the 
town  

And show the children to green fields, and 
make their world  

Run azure on gold sands, and let their tongues 
run naked into books, the white the green 
leaves open history theirs whose language is 
the sun. 

 

1. ‘break o break’ what should they break’? 

2. explain. -  till they break the town 

3. where will their world extend up to then? 

4. what other freedom they should enjoy? 



Q3. Answer the following questions: 

a. when did douglas decide to learn 
swimming? What options were available to 
him to swim in ?  which one did he choose and 
why? 

b. how did Franz react to the declaration: “this 
is your last French lesson”? 

c. why did the Maharaja order the Dewan to 
double land tax? 

d. “ but promises like mine abound in every 
corner of his bleak world” what promise does 
the author recall? In what context was it 
made?  Was it fulfilled ? 

e. which two things were disliked by Douglas ? 
which one did he have to do and why? 

 

  



 

PART  C-   WRITING 

 

Q4.   You are Manoj/Meena . write an article  
for the school magazine on “ are  we happier 
than our ancestors?”  

 

Q5.  You are the librarian of d.a.v.   public 
school. You had placed an order for textbooks 
with Ramesh book depot. Since books did not 
arrive on time, you have decided to cancel the 
order. Write a letter to the manager,  of the 
book depot cancelling the order. 

 

Q6. Draft an invitation on behalf of mr & mrs  
raj karan of 38, kamal kunj, Varanasi, which 
they may use to invite to their friends and 
relatives on the 5th birth anniversary of their 
son at their residence . 

 

 

 

 

  



PART  B   -READING 

Q7.Read the passage given below and answer 
the questions that follow :  

 The most alarming of man’s assaults upon the 
environment is the contamination of air, earth, 
rivers, and sea with lethal materials. This 
pollution is for the most part irrevocable; the 
chain of evil it initiates is for the most part 
irreversible. In this contamination of the 
environment, chemicals are the sinister 
partners of radiation in changing the very 
nature of the world; radiation released 
through nuclear explosions into the air, comes 
to the earth in rain, lodges into the soil, enters 
the grass or corn, or wheat grown there and 
reaches the bones of a human being, there to 
remain until his death. Similarly, chemicals 
sprayed on crops lie long in soil, entering living 
organisms, passing from one to another in a 
chain of poisoning and death. Or they pass by 
underground streams until they emerge and 
combine into new forms that kill vegetation, 
sicken cattle, and harm those who drink from 
once pure wells. It took hundreds of millions of 
years to produce the life that now inhabits the 
earth and reached a stage of adjustment and 
balance with its surroundings. The 
environment contained elements that were 
hostile as well as supporting. Even within the 
light of the sun, there were short wave 
radiations with power to injure. Given time, 
life has adjusted and a balance reached. For 
time is the essential ingredient, but in the 
modern world there is no time. The rapidity of 
change and the speed with which new 
situations are created follow the heedless pace 
of man rather than the deliberate pace of 
nature. Radiation is no longer the 
bombardment of cosmic rays; it is now the 
unnatural creation of man’s tampering with 

the atom. The chemicals to which life is asked 
to make adjustments are no longer merely 
calcium and silica and copper and all the rest 
of minerals washed out of the rocks and 
carried in the rivers to the sea; they are the 
synthetic creations of man’s inventive mind, 
brewed in his laboratories, and having no 
counterparts in nature.   

(a) On the basis of your understanding of the 
above passage make notes on it using headings 
and sub-headings. Use recognizable 
abbreviations (wherever necessary-minimum 
five) and a format you consider suitable. Also 
supply a title to it.(b) Write a summary of the 
passage in about 80 words 



          English worksheet  

            Class 12th 

       Summer vacations ( 2021-22) 

All  the questions given below are compulsory.  

                  Part – A ( Reading) 

Q1. Read the passage carefully and answer the questions  

1. Mohammed Jamshed Khan replaced the ATM card in his wallet & counted the crisp new notes 
he’d just withdrawn from the machine.  ₹ 6000? “ this can’t be right!” Thought the young 
Mumbai Civil contractor. He counted again.  It was indeed ₹6000. “All I'd asked for was ₹ 1200,” 
Khan told his friend Faisal Mukhi who was standing nearby. 

2. “ You pressed the wrong buttons, silly” said Mukhi. “No way!” Exclaimed Khan as he pushed his 
card back in again, keyed in his numeric password & asked for ₹ 1000. Beep, click…….whirr, 
beeeep! Out popped ₹5000& a little transaction slip that read WITHDRAWAL ₹ 1000.  “let’s try 
again” said Khan. Card, password, 2-0-0-0…….beeeeep! But he got ₹10,000. By now it seemed 
certain that the ATM was giving away 500- rupee notes instead of hundreds.  

3. “May be something’s wrong with your card,” Mukhi told Khan, “ let me try mine.” Mukhi's 
balance was low – only 1300 . He pushed his card in & asked for ₹ 1000. The machine spat out 
5000.  ATMs ( automated teller machines) are extremely  secure & among the hardest of 
machines.  Look up the Encyclopedia Britannica for ATMs & you'll find it entered under “Locks" – 
its virtually impossible to fool an ATM. And the probability of an ATM overpaying is virtually nil. 
But here they were, two buddies with ₹26000 between them- ₹ 20,800 of it free money . 

4. There were no other customers in sight on that warm July afternoon. And they could have kept 
on going. Instead, Khan &Mukhi went outside the ATM's enclosure & summoned the guard on 
duty. “ the machine’s all mixed up.” They told him. The two men then gave the guard a demo: 
“look here,” said Khan as he inserted his card one last time & hit the buttons,“ I'm withdrawing 
₹ 500 ...... but there’s 2500!”. “ Don’t let anybody near this place,” 
They told the guard as they hopped into an autorickshaw& sped off with all the money .  

5. It looked like a daylight robbery – in reverse . For they drove two kilometers, to the nearest 
branch of the bank that owned the ATM, placed the cash- ₹28,500 on the bank manager’s desk 
and complained about their faulty machine .  “we could have lost a real lot that day,” says the 
manager. This is the kind of honesty we can only dream about. A human error made while 
loading cash in the ATM had caused the problem. Although we could have traced the customers 
, it might have meant a lot of trouble for us, had they kept our money.”  But did either 
Mohammed Khan or Faisal Mukhi ever think of keeping the money during their moment with 
the magic machine? Says Khan. Adds Mukhi : “Never.”  
 
Answer the following questions – 
Q1. Choose the appropriate option: 
     A  the theme of the passage is  

1. Dishonesty      2.   Loyalty    3. Honesty  
 4. Sincerely  



            B   the passage proves that machines........ 

1.  Do not make mistakes  
2. Never make mistakes  
3. Do make mistakes  
4. All of the above  

C  The manager says that “this kind of honesty  we can only dream about”  because....... 

1. Most of the people are corrupt  
2. Man is greedy by nature  
3. Riches attracts people  
4. All of the above  

      D   Khan &Mukhiwentoutside the ATM’S enclosure & summoned the guard on duty to inform him 
about the  

1. Erratic behavior of ATM  
2. Shortage of Notes in the ATM machine  
3. Suspicious man standing outside the ATM enclosure  
4. None of these  

Q2. Answer the questions  

A. Why was Mohammed Jamshed Khan surprised? How did he express it and to whom? 
B. What efforts did the two friends make to verify the behaviour of the machine?  
C. What do you know about ATM? What was peculiar about this particular ATM?  
D. “It looked like a daylight robbery- in reverse"  Substantiate this statement  
E. How did the manager react to the disclosure? 
F. What did they ask the guard to do?  

C.   Find the words in the passage similar in the meaning as :  

1.      Slightly stiff          2  Almost  

Writing  

Q2.  Write a report on the devastating impact of the recent cyclone Tauktaeon the states hit by it.  

Q3. You are the secretary of Haryana Civil Medical Doctors Association  2345 sector 15 Panchkula.  You 
have organized a seminar on CANCER for the members of the association and invited a special guest 
speaker.  Draft an invitation for publication in the newspaper.  

Q4. You are Aditya/ aishwarya of Mumbai. You are upset to find out that the only public garden of your 
locality has been grabbed by the local self- styled ‘Netas' . Write a letter to the editor of The Hindu 
drawing attention of the government to this unauthorized occupation.   

Q5. Make a video recording of yourself on any socially relevant theme of your choice.  

 


